New Work for May at Cazenovia Artisans
Our members are always busy, always creative, always ready to try something new. Every month,
we will bring you a few examples of new work by our artisans and artists. Stop by and see for
yourselves.

Bob Ripley's Gorgeous Wood Ducks
We think that Bob and Cheryl Ripley are a couple of lucky ducks. These beautiful birds appear on
their pond every Spring like clockwork. They hang around for a few weeks before heading north to
their nesting sites. Bob tells us that he thinks the male Wood Ducks are one of America's most
striking birds. He has captured their beauty here in this new painting, titled "In Circles". We think
we are lucky for having Bob's beautiful paintings grace our walls.

Beautiful Exotic Wood Earrings by John Volcko
Rare and exotic woods from around the world provide the "gems" for these unique earrings
crafted by hand by John Volcko. Bookmatched pieces, taken from off cuts of turnings, are carefully
finished and fitted with minimal sterling silver findings. Woods include Macassar Ebony, Brazilian
Rosewood, Kingwood, Australian Lacewood, Manzanita, Cocobolo, and others. We think these
make a terrific addition to the jewelry collections in the shop.
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Wendy Edwards Designs New Bags for Spring
Wendy Edwards has made some lovely new bags for Spring. She always finds such unusual and
pretty fabric for her carefully constructed and lovingly designed bags and accessories. These
bags will make a nice fresh addition to your Spring wardrobe.

We Have Rings and Now We Have Ring Holders!
We love these new functional ring and jewelry catchers from Jim Burke. Put one over the sink to
safeguard your rings while you do the dishes. Put another on your dresser to hold your jewelry at
the end of the day. These holders come in several of Jim's wonderful glazes and patterns and
make great gifts!
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